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Abstract. In this paper we show how the application of the aspectoriented programming paradigm to runtime adaptation of service compositions can be used to prevent SLA violations. Adaptations are triggered
by predicted violations, and are implemented as substitutions of fragments in the service composition. Fragments are full-ﬂedged standalone
compositions, and are linked into the original composition via special
activities, which we refer to as virtual activities. Before substitution we
evaluate fragments with respect to their expected impact on the performance of the composition, and choose those fragments which are best
suited to prevent a predicted violation. We show how our approach can
be implemented using Windows Workﬂow Foundation technology, and
discuss our work based on an illustrative case study.

1

Introduction

As more and more companies shift towards a service-based model [1] of doing business, e.g., by providing coarse-grained value-added services as compositions of existing (external) Web services, management of service level agreements
(SLAs) [2] is becoming increasingly important. SLAs are contractual agreements
between a service provider and its customers, which govern the quality that the
customers can expect. Violating SLAs is often associated with monetary penalties for the provider, i.e., the service provider generally has a strong interest in
preventing SLA violations.
To this end, research in the area of SLA monitoring and compliance management [2, 3, 4] has so far mostly focused on detecting and explaining SLA
violations after they have happened. While this is very useful to optimize service compositions in the long run, it does not prevent the problem in the ﬁrst
place. Therefore, we see the need for mechanisms to prevent violations at runtime, before they have happened. Basically, such mechanisms need both, a way
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to predict violations ahead of time, and a means to actually adapt the problematic composition instance in such a way that the violation is prevented. The
former has already been covered in earlier work [5, 6].
The main contribution of this paper is a proposed solution for the latter problem. We apply the aspect-oriented programming (AOP) approach [7] to adaptation of running composition instances. Adaptations are triggered by predicted
violations. Unlike in earlier work [8], aspects can contain composition fragments
of arbitrary complexity, which can be applied before, after or instead of any subset of the original composition. We evaluate potential fragments based on their
expected impact on SLA conformance, in order to identify the fragments which
are best suited to prevent a predicted violation. Note that in this work we focus
on performance-related service level objectives (SLOs). Our work is not directly
applicable for most qualitative SLOs, such as security.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present an
example case, which we use as an illustrative example in the remainder of the
paper. In Section 3 we present our approach to aspect-based adaptation in detail.
In Section 4 we explain how our approach can be implemented using Windows
Workﬂow Foundation [9] (Windows WF) technology. Section 5 contains an evaluation of our approach. In Section 6 we discuss related scientiﬁc work. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary and an outlook on future work.

2

Case Study and Motivation

To illustrate the core ideas of the paper we use an order processing scenario. The
scenario consists of a reseller who oﬀers products to its customers. As shown
in Figure 1 (left part of the ﬁgure), the reseller composes services from other
providers (supplier, shipper, banking) to implement its process. After receiving
the customer order, the list of needed parts is determined and parts which are not
in stock are ordered from a supplier. After all the parts are gathered, the product
is assembled and shipped to the customer. The reseller guarantees its customers
a certain order processing time via an SLA. The goal of the reseller is to prevent
cases of SLA violations, as this would lead to reduced customer satisfaction as
well as penalty payments. The reseller can use SLA monitoring and prediction
techniques as discussed in our previous work [5] to predict at process runtime
whether the SLA with the customer is likely be violated, i.e., in our case, whether
the order processing time will exceed the agreed value. If SLA prediction shows
that the SLA with the customer will be violated, the reseller wants to adapt the
service composition instance by using alternative, better performing services.
Assume that in our scenario there are two alternative suppliers who oﬀer faster
delivery times, but do not provide all needed product types on their own. The
full product range oﬀered to the customer can only be realized by using both
alternative suppliers in conjunction. Figure 1 shows a composition fragment
consisting of a switch between those two suppliers, whereby supplier 2 is used if
supplier 1 is unable to provide a certain part. Even though not the default case,
this composition fragment can be used at runtime instead of the original supplier
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invocation if a given instance is likely to exceed the maximum processing time
as promised to the customer in the SLA.
There are two approaches for supporting the execution of alternative composition fragments: (1) the straight-forward approach is to model all alternative
fragments already at design time as part of the composition, e.g., using if-else
branches; (2) the approach of this paper is to model alternative fragments separately from the original composition model, and dynamically substitute them
based on prediction results at composition runtime. We will now explain this
approach and its advantages in detail.

3

Aspect-Based Adaptation

In this paper we use the notion of aspect-based fragment substitution to model
how service composition instances can be adapted at runtime in order to prevent predicted SLA violations. Our approach is general, in the sense that it is
not speciﬁc to any concrete composition model. Instead, it can be applied to
many existing block-structured composition models (for instance WS-BPEL or
Windows Workﬂow Foundation [9]). In our work we reuse well-known AOP terminology to describe adaptations of service compositions. The most important
of these terms are aspects (cross-cutting concerns, which are turned oﬀ and on
at design or run-time, e.g., logging), advices (business logic which implements
aspects, e.g., the code to implement logging), joinpoints (points in the application code where advices can potentially be inserted), and weaving (the process
of dynamically inserting advices in jointpoints). Note that in literature AOP is
often discussed as both a design time and a run time technology, i.e., weaving can
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happen both statically or dynamically. In this paper we only consider weaving
at runtime (at running instances), since our primary concern is the adaptation
of composition instances, without modiﬁcation of the underlying deﬁnition.
The main concepts of our work are summarized in Figure 1. Aspects are deﬁned as an adaptation trigger, which is based on a predicted SLA violation, and
any number of advices. Every advice in turn contains exactly one composition
fragment, one impact model containing any number of impact clauses, a list of
constraints on other advices of the same aspect, and any optional other properties. The fragment is linked to the service composition to adapt (denoted as
target composition in the following) using two types of joinpoints – in-joinpoints
mark the beginning of the composition segment to replace, while out-joinpoints
mark the end of the segment. We will now discuss these components in more
detail.
3.1

Adaptation Triggers

As discussed extensively in Section 1 and Section 2, our approach is motivated by
the need to prevent SLA violations. Therefore, runtime adaptation is generally
triggered by predictions of such violations. In the remainder of this paper we
will assume that some means of prediction are available. This may be powerful
prediction tooling as presented in [5] or [6], or simply some estimations provided
by a human domain expert. The actual approach to prediction is out of scope of
this paper, however, for the sake of completeness we give a very brief overview
of our own earlier work.
We generate predictions using regression from runtime data. This data is
collected using an event-based approach (i.e., components in the service-based
system emit status events, which are collected and correlated). The actual regression is implemented as a black-box function, using methods from the ﬁeld
of machine learning, more precisely artiﬁcial neural networks [10] (ANNs). We
sketch this in Figure 2. This prediction is carried out in predeﬁned places in the
service composition, the so-called checkpoints. Checkpoints should be selected in
such a way that enough data is already available to generate useful predictions.
Note that there is a strong relationship between the checkpoint selection and
which actions can be associated with an advice – in earlier checkpoints a lot
of adaptation actions are still available, while later checkpoints allow for more
accurate predictions because of more data being available. The problem of selecting checkpoints is discussed in more detail elsewhere [5].
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Fig. 2. Generating Predictions From Runtime Data
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Composition Fragments

Composition fragments can be considered the core of our adaptation approach. In
essence, fragments are full-ﬂedged, even if usually small, service compositions.
That is, fragments may contain variables, branches, Web service invocations,
parallel execution, loops, scopes, fault handling, compensation, or any other
construct which is legal in the composition model used. However, they do not
have to follow the same syntactic and semantic rules as the target composition.
For example, if WS-BPEL is used as composition model, designers of fragments
may access e.g., variables deﬁned in the target composition, even if the respective
data is undeﬁned in the fragment itself (syntactic rule). Also, they could specify
a receive activity without a corresponding reply activity (semantic rule). The
reason for this is that during weaving the fragment will be inserted into the
composition model of the target composition, essentially becoming part of the
composition itself. A fragment deﬁnition is valid if it results in an executable
composition after weaving, which cannot be checked in isolation.
In addition to all activities provided by the composition metamodel, fragments
may contain three additional activity types (FRAGMENT START, in the following referred to as start, FRAGMENT END, end, and TRANSPARENT BLOCK, transparent)
with a semantic speciﬁc to our approach. We refer to these activities as virtual
activities, because they are never actually executed. Instead, virtual activities
are dropped or replaced during weaving. Virtual activities are solely responsible
for deﬁning the joinpoints between the fragment and the target composition,
marking the segment of the target composition to substitute.
Every fragment starts with exactly one start activity and ends with exactly
one end activity. In-joinpoints, deﬁned via the start activity, represent the start
of substitution, and out-joinpoints, deﬁned via the end activity, represent the end
of substitution. All joinpoints can reference any activity in the service composition, either before or after the execution of the activity (i.e., both “immediately
before executing Get List of Parts” and “immediately after executing Get List
of Parts” are valid joinpoints). However, the in- and out-joinpoint of a fragment
need to reference activities in the same sequence in the target composition, i.e.,
the joinpoints deﬁned in Figure 1 are correct, but, for example, it would not be
possible to move the in-joint point to the activity ”Get List of Parts”. The reason
for this limitation is that semantic problems arise if in- and out-joinpoints are
situated in diﬀerent sequences. In the example, the branching activity ”part in
stock?” would be removed, but not the actual branches, rendering it impossible
to decide which branch to execute.
It is not only possible to replace a segment of the target composition, even
though this is the general case we discuss. Trivially, one may also just insert the
fragment at a speciﬁc joinpoint (the in- and out-joinpoints are identical, and
the fragment is non-empty), or remove a segment (substitution with an empty
fragment). We refer to the sum of all joinpoints of a fragment as the linking of
the fragment to the target composition. Figure 3 summarizes this linking. The
start activity speciﬁes that the fragment should be inserted before the activity
“Schedule Assembling”, while the end speciﬁes that the end of the substitution
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segment is before the activity “Billing & Shipping”. On the right-hand side,
Figure 3 shows the dynamically constructed instance after the fragment has
been weaved into the target composition. Activities depicted with the preﬁx
T originate from the target composition, while activities with the preﬁx F are
speciﬁed in the fragment.
Transparents are more complicated than start or end . They are a placeholder representing a part of the target composition in the fragment. This part
is deﬁned in the same way as the substitution segment, i.e., transparents have
both out- and in-joinpoints. Additionally, the same restrictions apply (in and
out-joinpoints need to reference activities in the same sequence). At runtime,
transparents are replaced by a copy of the part that they represent. The purpose of transparent activities is threefold. Firstly, they allow for the deﬁnition
of fragments which substitute segments, while still retaining some of this segment’s functionality. One example of this usage is depicted in Figure 3, where
the “Check for Faults” activity from the target composition is retained in the
fragment. Note that it is not mandatory that a transparent references only a
single activity. Secondly, transparent activities allow to essentially duplicate activities in the target composition. This is because transparents are in fact free
to reference any part of the target composition, not only parts which are in the
substitution segment (and hence removed during weaving). Additionally, many
transparents may copy the same activities, multiplying them even further.
Thirdly, transparent activities allow for the deﬁnition of generic fragments.
3.3

Generic Fragments

Generic fragments are (unlike the fragments discussed so far) not developed
speciﬁcally for a given target composition. Instead, they can be applied to a number of compositions. Therefore, generic fragments do not contain any concrete
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case-speciﬁc business logics. They are used to implement adaptation scenarios
which can be useful across several concrete target compositions and domains.
Figure 4 exempliﬁes three generic fragments. The main property of generic fragments is that they consist only of virtual activities and control ﬂow constructs,
i.e., they do not contain any concrete activities such as Web service invocations.
These generic fragments are instantiated by deﬁning the linking (i.e., all inand out-joinpoints) to concrete target compositions. As soon as this linking is
deﬁned, the fragment stops being generic, and is as case-speciﬁc as any other
fragment.

GENERIC FRAGMENT
Remove

GENERIC FRAGMENT
Reorder2

FRAGMENT_START
FRAGMENT_END

GENERIC FRAGMENT
Parallelize2

FRAGMENT_START
AFTER

FRAGMENT_START
BRANCH_1

BEFORE

BRANCH_2
FRAGMENT_END

FRAGMENT_END

Fig. 4. Examples of Generic Fragments

The ﬁrst and most simple generic fragment in Figure 4 (Remove) has been
mentioned before – it is an empty fragment consisting only of a start and end activity. Using this generic fragment any segment of the target composition can be
deleted. The second example is a generic fragment named Reorder2. It consists of
start, end, and two transparents (“after” and “before”). Using this fragment
two segments in the target composition can be rearranged, e.g., exchanging their
order. Trivially, one can also implement similar generic fragments ReorderX, rearranging X segments instead of just two. Finally, Parallelize2 consists again
of start, end, and two transparents (“branch 1” and “branch 2”), however,
this time “branch 1” and “branch 2” are executed in parallel. Using this generic
fragment one can parallelize two segments from the target composition (which
presumably have been executed in serial before). Of course, it is again possible
to deﬁne ParallelizeX fragments to parallelize more than two segments at the
same time.
3.4

Dynamic Weaving

At run-time, one or more previously selected fragments are weaved into the
running instance of the target composition. The selection procedure will be discussed in Section 3.5. As we have sketched in Figure 5, the general weaving
algorithm is a simple 2-step procedure. Firstly, the fragment is pre-processed,
i.e., for each transparent in the fragment the linking to the target composition
is resolved, and the transparent is replaced by a deep copy of the segment that
it represents. Secondly, the linking of the fragment itself is resolved, and the
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Fig. 5. Weaving Algorithm

start and end virtual activities are removed from the fragment (they are not
needed anymore). Finally, the segment of the target composition (indicated by
the linking) is removed, and the fragment is inserted instead.
Weaving can be done either online or oﬄine. For oﬄine weaving the composition instance is halted while the adaptation is applied (see Line 4-5 in Listing 5),
and resumed when the adaptation is ﬁnished (Lines 19-20). If online adaptation
is used the instance continues running during weaving. This has the advantage
that weaving does not introduce additional execution time overhead. However,
if after weaving the running instance has already passed the entry point of the
fragment (the linking of the fragment’s start activity) the weaving fails and is
rolled back. This is because our system needs to guarantee that a fragment is
either executed as a whole, or not at all (which cannot be guaranteed after the
instance has begun executing the substitution segment in the target composition). Our system falls back to oﬄine adaptation as soon as at least one advice
which needs to be applied requires it (i.e., if many advices are applied and only
one of them requires oﬄine weaving, we still need to suspend the composition
instance before adaptation).
Generally, if more than one advice needs to be applied, we use recursive
one-by-one weaving, that is, we start by weaving the ﬁrst fragment into the
instance (ignoring any other fragments). The result of this ﬁrst weaving process is then the input to the weaving of the second fragment. This is continued
until all fragments are weaved. The order in which fragments are applied is
unimportant as long as all fragments are independent (i.e., as long as none of
the segments indicated by any linking of either fragments or transparents overlaps). If this is not the case the user can specify a deﬁned ordering of advices
as part of the advice deﬁnition. The ordering can be deﬁned using ﬁve diﬀerent order predicates (REQUIRES BEFORE, REQUIRES AFTER, IF PRESENT BEFORE,
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IF PRESENT AFTER, and CONFLICTS WITH). REQUIRES [BEFORE|AFTER] speciﬁes
that a given advice has to be applied before or after this advice (otherwise the
advice cannot be applied at all). IF PRESENT [BEFORE|AFTER] speciﬁes that if
the other advice is present, it has to be applied before or after this one (but the
other advice can also simply not be applied). Using REQUIRES BEFORE one can
specify complex fragments, whose linking does not actually point to the target
composition itself, but to another fragment. This is possible since we can rely
that the referenced fragment has already been weaved into the target composition before before the weaving of the dependent fragment starts. Another type
of ordering predicate is CONFLICTS WITH. This predicate speciﬁes that two fragments are mutually exclusive, i.e., they cannot be applied together. At runtime,
we construct a forest of directed graphs from these predicates, whose nodes are
advices and whose edges are “is executed after” relationships. If the graphs in
this forest are acyclic there is at least one allowed order of advices, which can be
consructed using topological ordering. If the graphs contains at least one cycle
the deﬁnition of advices is invalid, since the deﬁnition contains at least one cyclic
dependency.
3.5

Impact Model and Advice Selection

As described brieﬂy in Section 3.1, we build upon a predictor which estimates
SLO values by assessing a set of lower level metrics. Examples include ordered
product types, duration of branches of the composition, expected delivery times
of suppliers and shipper, or QoS of services used. In order to being able to
evaluate whether a given advice will actually help preventing the predicted SLA
violation, we need to specify for each advice its impact on those lower-level base
metrics (impact model ). The impact model is used to identify which concrete
advice (from all advices designed within an aspect) should be applied, i.e., which
advices are best suited to prevent a predicted violation (advice selection).
The impact model contains a non-empty set of impact clauses. An impact
clause relates to one base metric and speciﬁes the expected value of that metric after adaptation (i.e., after this fragment has been applied). This value can
be determined in several ways: (1) based on measured history data if the corresponding advice has already been used in past composition instances, e.g.,
using data mining techniques; (2) based on SLAs with external providers; or
(3) by using QoS aggregation techniques as discussed in earlier research [11]. In
QoS aggregation, based on the composition fragment structure, the properties of
atomic activities are recursively aggregated (e.g., the duration of a sequence of
activities is the sum of durations of those activities, the duration of the parallel
execution of activities is given by the duration of the longest acitivity etc. [11]).
The impact model should specify impact clauses for all metrics which the advice
aﬀects.
The impact model is speciﬁed as part of advice deﬁnition. Advice selection
at runtime is performed as follows. If in a checkpoint a violation is predicted,
we obtain the set of advices deﬁned for this checkpoint. For each allowed combination of advices we evaluate if the usage of these advices would prevent the
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of Impact Models

SLA violation, i.e., all impact clauses are applied to the data which has originally been used to generate the prediction. The updated data (which essentially
represents the state after adaptation) is then again fed to the predictor, to regenerate the prediction after adaptation. The diﬀerence between the original
prediction and the new prediction is the estimated impact of applying these advices. This is sketched in Figure 6. If more than one advice should be applied at
the same time, the impact clauses are applied in the same order to the data as
the weaving order of the fragments would be. If the predicted value complies to
the SLA, that advice or advice combination is put into a candidate set. In the
next step, we then select the best alternative from the candidate set by looking
at additionally speciﬁed criteria (in addition to the concrete predicted value). In
this step, complex evaluations can take place, taking into account and weighting
diﬀerent dimensions (e.g., cost, customer satisfaction, reliability) according to a
user-deﬁned utility function, which is currently left for future work. At the moment, we simply choose the candidate which brings the SLO value closest to the
target value, i.e., we apply “just as much” adaptation as necessary to prevent
the predicted violation.

4

Prototype Implementation

In our prototype we consider the aspect-based adaptation of service compositions implemented using the Windows Workﬂow Foundation [9] (WF) composition model. More concretely, our system can be applied to WF Sequential
Workﬂows1. WF Sequential Workﬂows are similar to e.g., Web service compositions implemented using WS-BPEL. However, unlike most WS-BPEL engines,
WF is deeply integrated with Microsoft .NET (starting with version 3.0), along
with strong tool support for developing compositions. Additionally, and most
importantly for this paper, Microsoft .NET supports the dynamic adaptation of
WF instances via an explicit API, the WorkﬂowChanges API2 . This API allows
us to suspend, modify, and resume any running composition instance. Additionally, activities in the composition can easily be replicated. Implementation of
1
2

http://msmvps.com/blogs/theproblemsolver/archive/2006/10/11/
Sequential-versus-State-workflows.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms734569(VS.85).aspx
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the weaving algorithm as discussed in Section 3 is, therefore, straight-forward.
Another important advantage of building the prototype based on WF is that we
can reuse the tooling integrated in Visual Studio to support the development of
fragments.
We have implemented the approach discussed in this paper within the larger
VRESCo SOA runtime environment project. VRESCo is discussed in detail
elsewhere [12], and will not be covered here. To trigger adaptations as brieﬂy
discussed in Section 3.1, we utilize our earlier work on prediction of violations,
as discussed in [5]. The prototype has been designed to ﬁt into PREvent , an
autonomous system for prevention of SLA violations [13]. The interested reader
may download a recent snapshot of our VRESCo prototype, which includes an
implementation of the case study used in this paper3 .

5

Evaluation

We will now evaluate our approach in two diﬀerent ways. Firstly, we will qualitatively analyse the expressiveness of our approach by comparison with previously
published adaptation patterns [14]. Secondly, we will have a look at performance
implications. This is done by monitoring the weaving time in our prototype
system, as well as comparing the execution time of dynamically weaved and
statically deﬁned composition instances.
5.1

Coverage of Adaptation Patterns

In order to discuss the expressiveness of our approach we have used the adaptation patterns deﬁned in [14]. In this work, 14 patterns of structural changes
in processes are identiﬁed. Using our approach 9 of these patterns are fully
supported.
We have summarized the coverage of adaptation patterns in Table 1. The
patterns AP1, AP2 and AP4 are the core feature of our approach, and can
be implemented trivially. For AP2 and AP5 we speciﬁcally described a generic
fragment in Section 3. Similarly, all of AP3, AP5, AP8, AP9, AP10 AP14
can be implemented rather elegantly using transparents. The patterns concerning subprocesses (AP6 and AP7) cannot be implemented since our approach
does not support linking to more than one composition at the same time. AP11
and AP12 are in simple cases implementable using transparents, but our
approach does not provide any explicit support for it, making the implementation rather cumbersome. Similarly, AP13 can be implemented by replacing the
branching node as a whole, but we do not consider this solution as in line with
the idea of this pattern.
5.2

Performance Analysis

In a second step we have evaluated the runtime implications of our prototype.
For this, we monitored the average execution time of dynamically weaved composition instances with an increasing number of activities, and compare them to
3

http://sourceforge.net/projects/vresco/
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Table 1. Coverage of Adaptation Patterns
ID

Pattern Name

Covered

AP1
Insert Fragment
AP2
Delete Fragment
AP3
Move Fragment
AP4
Replace Fragment
AP5
Swap Fragment
AP6
Extract Sub Process
AP7
Inline Sub Process
AP8
Embed Fragment in Loop
AP9
Parallelize Activities
AP10 Embed Fragment in Conditional
AP11
Add Control Dependency
AP12 Remove Control Dependency
AP13
Update Condition
AP14
Copy Fragment

Statically Defined Workflow
Online / Concrete Activities
Online / Transparent Activities
Offline / Concrete Activities
Offline / Transparent Activities

3850

3800

3750

70





Online / Concrete Activities
Online / Transparent Activities
Offline / Concrete Activities
Offline / Transparent Activities

65
Weaving Time (in ms)

Execution Time of Process (in ms)

3900




60
55
50
45

3700
40
64

66
68
70
72
74
Number of Activities in Process After Weaving

(a) Execution Time

64

66

68

70
72
74
76
78
80
Number of Activities in Fragment

82

84

(b) Runtime Weaving

Fig. 7. Performance Analysis Outcomes

the same instance deﬁned statically. We also compare online and oﬄine weaving, and distinguish between fragments deﬁned using transparent activities and
fragments deﬁned without. For simplicity, all compositions and fragments are sequences of “wait” activities. Using diﬀerent types of activities would not have
an impact on the evaluation outcome, since our adaptation approach handles all
non-virtual activities the same way, i.e., weaving an “invoke” activity has a similar overhead than weaving a “wait” activity. To mimimize external inﬂuences
all results are the average of 50 independent test runs. We have also repeated
the evaluation multiple times to make sure that the outcome is reproduceable.
The outcomes of these experiments are summarized in Figure 7(a).
As can be seen, online weaved compositions exhibit very little overhead as
compared to statically deﬁned compositions. Of course, oﬄine weaving introduces some overhead, which stems from the time necessary to select the fragments, to implement the actual weaving, and to suspend and unsuspend the
composition. In our experiments, the largest part of these factors is the actual
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weaving time. Therefore, we have further analyzed this factor in Figure 7(b). We
depict the weaving time depending on the number of activities to weave. Generally, concrete activities are faster to weave than transparent activities (since
the logics of weaving transparents is more complicated), and oﬄine weaving
is faster than online weaving (since, in the online case, some additional sanity
checks are done by the Windows Workﬂow runtime). In general, this increased
weaving time for online weaving does not matter too much, since the online
weaving time does not directly impact the execution time of the process. Overall, the overhead introduced by weaving is relatively constant in [45 : 80] ms,
even for large fragments (more than 80 activities).
Summarizing, we can see that dynamic weaving does not introduce a big
overhead, especially if online weaving is possible. If oﬄine weaving has to be
used, an additional weaving overhead, which is generally in [45 : 80] ms, is
introduced. We argue that for most application areas this overhead is still far
from being dramatic. Even though the concrete numbers are speciﬁc for our
prototype implementation, they still show that implementing our ideas eﬃciently
is well possible.

6

Related Work

In this paper we apply the AOP paradigm to adaptation of service compositions. On the level of atomic services earlier work in this direction has been
presented by Kongdenfha et al [15]. In this work, they use the AOP paradigm
to adapt the implementation of atomic Web services. A comparable approach
has also been presented by Song et al. [16], who use the AOP approach to
weave cross-cutting concerns, such as security, into all atomic Web services in
a composition. A similar track has also been followed by Narendra et al., who
used AOP-based adaptation of services in a composition to propagate changes
in non-funtional properties through the composition [17]. Of course, all of these
approaches assume that the developer has access to the implementation of these
atomic services.
The general scope of our work is similar to work presented by Gmach et al. [18].
However, the focus of our contribution is purely on adaptation of service compositions, while Gmach et al. adapt on service infrastructure level (i.e., by moving
services to diﬀerent hosts, or by re-scheduling requests in the service bus). Finally, adaptation with the explicit goal of preventing SLA violations has been
discussed by various authors, e.g., our own earlier work on PREvent [13] or
recent work by Metzger et al. [19]. The concrete execution of adaptation of compositions has in the past been covered by research in various directions. Earlier
approaches often did not consider the adaptation of the composition structure
at all, instead focusing solely on service rebinding. In a simplistic manner such
adaptations can in fact be carried out using WS-BPEL alone, by using the Dynamic Partner Link feature. However, practical problems such as ﬁnding the
right service to bind to (often based on QoS), or the need to resolve interface
diﬀerences, demand for more sophisticated service rebinding approaches. Examples of such work include the WS-Binder [20] or the PAWS [21] frameworks.
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More advanced service rebinding was also one of the contributions of Moser et
al. in [22]. Finally, some work on service rebinding (dealing also with stateful
services) has been presented by Mosincat and Binder in [23].
An early approach towards structural adaptation of compositions has been
discussed in [24]. However, in this work no free-form adaptation is possible.
Instead, predeﬁned parameterizations are applied if certain conditions hold. Arguably, the AOP paradigm can provide a more powerful abstraction for adaptation in compositions. This idea has ﬁrst been introduced by Charﬁ et al. [25,26].
However, unlike our work, Charﬁ et al. focus on the traditional AOP idea of
weaving crosscutting concerns into the composition, while we apply the AOP
paradigm with a diﬀerent goal (adaptation for SLA compliance) in mind. Using
aspects for runtime adaptation in WS-BPEL has been covered by the BPEL’n’Aspects framework [8]. Our main contribution over this work is that in our case
aspects can be composition fragments, while BPEL’n’Aspects supports only single Web service invocations as aspects. Work with similar goals, but speciﬁc to
the telecommunications domain, has been presented Niemöller et al. [27]. An approach which deals with process fragment composition is presented by Eberle et
al. [28]. Their idea is to exploit the redundancy in separately modeled composition fragments and use those redundant overlapping fragment parts to merge the
fragments. In our approach we model how fragments should be merged explicitly
by using virtual activities.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an approach to runtime adaptation of service
compositions for preventing SLA violations. The adaptation is based on composition fragments which are dynamically substitued at runtime using AOP
techniques. Composition fragments are modeled separately and are explicitly
linked into the original composition using virtual activities. In addition to their
process logic, fragments specify also their expected impact on the composition
performance. This is necessary in order to be able to choose the best ﬁtting
fragments for preventing a predicted SLA violation at composition runtime. We
have implemented the approach using Windows Workﬂow Foundation technology and experiments show that the performance impact of dynamic weaving is
acceptable.
While the current status of the approach is promising, there are still some
open issues left for future work. Firstly, we do not take into account that adaptation which prevents the violation of one SLA metric could easily lead to the
violation of another. In particular, we currently do not take the costs of adaptations into account (e.g., increased costs by using more expensive services in
the weaved fragment) which in some cases could be higher than the gain of not
violating the SLA. Therefore, we will extend the impact model and its evaluation
in our future work. Secondly, we currently assume that the number of possible
combinations of advices to apply is small, so that ﬁnding the best combination
via full enumeration is possible. In future work we plan to embrace heuristic
optimization for cases where full enumeration is not feasible.
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